Hepatomegaly is defined as abnormal enlargement of the liver that can result from a wide variety of inflammatory, infiltrative, neoplastic, and other conditions. Detecting a correlation between hepatomegaly and clinical and laboratory findings as well as between acute and subacute or chronic clinical course is essential. Imaging diagnosis of hepatomegaly is generally based on subjective assessment using cross-sectional modalities such as US or CT supplemented by various linear craniocaudal (CC) measurements. However, unidimensional (linear) assessment is a suboptimal method that does not completely reflect the complex morphology of this three-dimensional (3D) organ. As such, CC measurements may overestimate the size of the liver, as with the normal variant of a Riedel lobe organ. As such, CC measurements may overestimate the relative left lobe and caudate hypertrophy. Ultimately, it is reasonable that the best determinant of liver size is the liver volume. Previously, estimating the liver volume on the basis of cross-sectional imaging was a labor-intensive process. With use of deep learning algorithms, liver segmentation and volume assessment can now be accomplished in a fully automated manner, potentially rendering this approach both more efficient and likely more accurate than manual linear assessment.

Previous CT studies aimed to establish thresholds for normal liver volume in healthy adults but generally included small cohort sizes and/or used approaches that are manual or only partially automated (1–12). Other studies attempted to measure liver volume using fully automated CT-based techniques (13–15), with varying success.
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**Abbreviations**

3D = three-dimensional, BSA = body surface area, CC = craniocaudal, CTC = CT colonography

**Summary**

Fully automated CT-based liver volume segmentation based on deep learning methods provided an objective and more accurate assessment of liver size than linear measures.

**Key Results**

- In a retrospective analysis of 3065 patients who underwent multidetector CT for colorectal screening (n = 1960, unenhanced) or renal donor evaluation (n = 1105, contrast-enhanced), patient weight was the major determinant of liver volume, allowing a weight-based upper limit of normal threshold for hepatomegaly: mL = 14.0 × (weight [kg]) + 979.
- Liver volumes measured using automated deep learning and manual methods were in close agreement, with a median difference of less than 3%.
- Linear estimates of liver size were inaccurate for determining the amount of liver tissue, as shown by the automated liver volume.

However, the purpose of these studies was to compare automated measurements with manual measurements, rather than characterize the liver size in large healthy populations.

The purpose of our study was to establish the normal distribution of liver volumes in healthy adults using a fully automated CT-based artificial intelligence quantitative visualization tool and to suggest potential thresholds for hepatomegaly, considering patient-specific factors. We also assessed the performance of linear CT measurements for identifying cases of hepatomegaly according to these volume thresholds.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study Patients**

This investigation complied with the rules of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and was approved by the institutional review board at the University of Wisconsin and the Office of Human Subjects Research Protection at UW Health. The requirement for signed informed consent was waived for this retrospective assessment. The initial study cohort comprised consecutive generally healthy asymptomatic adult outpatients undergoing either unenhanced abdominal CT for colorectal cancer screening (CT colonography [CTC]) or postcontrast abdominal CT for potential renal (kidney) donation at a single medical center between April 2004 and December 2016. Patients who did not have the entire liver scanned at CTC were excluded. Patients with missing data were excluded. Only one CT study was included per patient.

Basic demographic and clinical information (age, sex, weight, and height) was collected from the electronic health record. Body surface area (BSA) was calculated using the Mosteller method (16):

\[ BSA \left( m^2 \right) = \sqrt{\text{height} \left( \text{cm} \right) \times \text{weight} \left( \text{kg} \right) / 3600}. \]

**CT Protocol**

All CT studies were performed with eight- to 64-section multidetector–row scanners (GE Healthcare). The CT acquisition technique used has been previously described in detail (17,18). Briefly, for the study patients undergoing CTC, we used unenhanced supine CT performed with 120 kVp and modulated tube current (typically between 30 mA and 300 mA) to achieve a noise index of 50. For the renal donor group, we used the postcontrast parenchymal phase abdominal CT series, typically consisting of 120 kVp and modulated tube current (between 30 mA and 300 mA), with a noise index of 17–28, both based on patient size. The intravenous contrast agent was iohexol (Omnipaque, GE Healthcare). We also obtained a precontrast series for the renal donor protocol but typically did not include the entire liver. However, a subset of renal donor cases for which whole-liver pre- and postcontrast series were available was used to derive the small correction to convert unenhanced CTC liver volumes to a postcontrast equivalent (see following section). Before automated liver segmentation, we retrospectively reformatted all CT series to 3-mm-thick sections at 3-mm intervals.

**Automated Liver Segmentation and Volume Assessment**

The detailed description of the automated deep learning segmentation method for organ segmentation can be found elsewhere and includes a modified 3D U-Net and CycleGAN (19–21). The relevant code has been posted to https://github.com/summers11/CADLab/tree/master/CT%20Liver%20Segmentation%20Software. The deep learning algorithms used in this study have been previously developed, trained, and tested at the National Institutes of Health. No additional training, validation, or machine learning was required for this study, which precludes the need to repeat separate training and testing. This deep learning tool differs from an older tool that used traditional, manually designed image processing methods (5).

To enable processing of large 3D volumes with limited graphics processing unit memory, an initial strided convolution (step size 2) and a complementing final transposed convolution were added. Training data were obtained from the Medical Segmentation Decathlon project (22). Data augmentation was performed using 3D rotation, crop, elastic deformation, CycleGAN noncontrast image, and random flips. Model training and inference were performed on the National Institutes of Health Biowulf System high-performance computing cluster using four central processing unit threads and up to 48 graphics processing unit nodes (NVIDIA K80 or P100; graphics processing unit memory, 12 or 16 GB, respectively). The batch size was four, resolution was 256 × 256 × 192, and initial filters were 32. The initial learning rate was 0.0001, and training was performed for 10 000 iterations. All voxels designated as liver by the segmentation algorithm were analyzed, and the liver volume was computed. A mean Dice score of 0.887 ± 0.006 (standard deviation) was found in a prior validation report (21). To ensure the liver was completely included within the scanned range, at least one section without segmented liver was included, both superior and inferior to the segmented liver. To allow for quality assurance in individual scans, the tool provides a mask series that can be fused with the original imaging...
series for visual inspection of the segmented liver section by section (Figs 1, 2). In general, intrahepatic vessels and focal hepatic lesions are included in the automated liver segmentation, which allows for similar handling regardless of whether intravenous contrast material was administered.

Additionally, the linear distance between the most cephalad and caudal sections containing segmented liver were used to automatically derive the true CC liver length. This automated true CC measurement is theoretically a better representation of liver size than typical CC values derived in practice, which represent the longest linear measurement contained on a single coronal section and may be angled in some. The automated tool also derives the longest linear dimension of the liver in 3D space (maximal 3D length in any plane), which would be difficult to obtain manually in practice.

Although this deep learning tool has been previously trained and tested, we sought further parallel validation by comparing the results with those of another validated semiautomated CT software tool (CT Liver Analysis, Philips IntelliSpace Portal) that requires manual correction by the user before final liver segmentation and volume determination (11,23). After initial automated segmentation of the entire liver by the software, the margins are then verified and easily manipulated if needed by using adjustable digital brush and eraser tools to add or subtract tissue volume, respectively. We compared the volume between this semiautomated software tool and the fully automated deep learning tool in a subset of postcontrast CT studies from the renal donor group.

**Statistical Analysis**

Summary statistics for demographic and clinical data were compiled. Stepwise multiple linear regressions were used to assess the relationships between demographic and clinical data and liver

---

**Figure 1:** Example output from the automated tool in a 48-year-old woman weighing 89.6 kg. (A) Coronal postcontrast CT and (B) maximum-intensity projection images show fused automated liver segmentation. As seen in (C) the original postcontrast CT image, the liver has a somewhat vertical orientation but does not appear enlarged. The automated liver volume was 2142 mL, which is below the weight-based hepatomegaly threshold of 2231 mL for this patient. However, the automated linear craniocaudal measurement was elongated at 22.5 cm. This discordant liver shape has been referred to as a Riedel lobe configuration and is a normal variant.

**Figure 2:** Example output from the automated tool in a 59-year-old woman weighing 85.3 kg. (A) Axial (transverse), (B) coronal, and (C) maximum-intensity projection postcontrast CT images show fused automated liver segmentation. As seen in (D) the original axial (transverse) and (E) coronal postcontrast CT images, the liver has a somewhat bulbous configuration, suggesting morphologic enlargement. The automated liver volume was 2573 mL, which is well above the weight-based hepatomegaly threshold of 2173 mL for this patient. However, the automated linear craniocaudal measurement was only 17.4 cm, thereby appearing to underestimate the liver size in this discordant case.
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volumetric data. Simple least-squares linear regression was performed to show the mean trend between the dominant predictive clinical factor or factors from the initial multiple regressions and liver volume. Given these results, an upper limit of normal line was created, defined by adding two times the standard deviation of the residuals of the constant (y-intercept) to the final linear regression. Outliers with liver volumes above the upper limit of normal line were classified as having hepatomegaly for the remainder of the analysis. Contingency tables were constructed to assess the performance of the automatically acquired CC and maximal 3D linear measurements as predictors of hepatomegaly against the volumetric definition provided earlier. All statistics were calculated on IBM SPSS Statistics 26 software. $P < .05$ was used for determining statistically significant difference.

To evaluate intrapatient changes in liver volume after intravenous contrast material administration, we used a subset of renal donor scans in which the entire liver was included on both precontrast and postcontrast series. We performed linear least-squares regression analysis to compare pre- and postcontrast volume results (Appendix E1 [online]). This minor correction (3.6%) was then applied to the scans from the group that underwent unenhanced CTC, resulting in postcontrast-equivalent volumes that allowed the two subsets to be combined for all subsequent analyses.

**Results**

**Patient Characteristics**

Among the 10,473 total asymptomatic adult outpatients undergoing either unenhanced abdominal CT for colorectal cancer screening ($n = 9223$) or postcontrast abdominal CT for potential renal donation ($n = 1250$), 7406 patients were excluded for CT scans that did not contain the entire liver ($n = 7261$ from CTC group and $n = 145$ from renal donor group), and two patients from the CTC group were excluded due to missing demographic or clinical information (Fig E1 [online]). The final sample consisted of 3065 asymptomatic adults (mean age ± standard deviation, 54 years ± 12; 1426 men, 1639 women). The average patient height ± standard deviation was 1.71 m ± 0.10, and the average patient weight was 79.4 kg ± 17.7 (Table 1). The deep learning tool was successful in segmenting the liver in all scans. The average standardized liver volume ± standard deviation was 1533 mL ± 375 and demonstrated a normal distribution (Fig 3). The median processing time for liver segmentation per study was 55 seconds (interquartile range, 46–81 seconds).

**Linear Regression Comparisons of Patient Characteristics with Liver Volume**

The initial linear regression models included BSA, but because weight was found to be a more powerful predictor of liver volume than BSA ($r^2 = 0.44$ and 0.36, respectively), BSA was removed from subsequent stepwise regression, as its value is directly derived from height and weight, which are already represented in the model. Table 2 shows the results of the final model in the stepwise multiple linear regression comparing patient age, sex, height, and weight with standardized liver volume. Weight, height, and age showed an independent association with liver volume (coefficients of 0.62, $-0.27$, and 0.05, respectively), whereas sex was not independently associated with a difference in liver volume ($P = .46$). Weight was the clear dominant predictor of liver volume, as seen with the scale of the standardized $\beta$ coefficient in the model.

Figure 4 shows that the standardized liver volumes demonstrated a linear relationship with patient weight—which was the dominant predictive factor—with the least-squares linear regression, resulting in the following formula:

$$ Liver\ volume\ (mL) = 14.0 \times \text{(Weight[kg])} + 417. $$

The threshold for hepatomegaly was set at two standard deviations above the mean for the final modeled equation:

$$ Hepatomegaly\ threshold\ volume\ (mL) = 14.0 \times \text{(Weight[kg])} + 979. $$

**Table 1: Patient Demographics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± standard deviation</td>
<td>54 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median and interquartile range</td>
<td>55 (50–62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18–95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>79.4 ± 17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.71 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body surface area (m²)</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—The study included 3065 patients. Unless otherwise specified, data are means ± standard deviations.

* Data are numbers of patients.

![Figure 3: Density plot of automated liver volumes shows the relatively normal distribution for this generally healthy adult sample. Results for noncontrast scans have been normalized and combined with postcontrast scans. Density is a unitless measure, representing fraction of cases, where the total area under the curve sums to 1.](image-url)
This weight-dependent threshold for liver enlargement is displayed as a solid line in Figure 4.

The CC and maximal 3D linear measurements exhibited only moderate performance for identifying cases of volume-derived hepatomegaly, with many cases of under- or overestimation. A CC cutoff of 19 cm for detecting an enlarged liver (by volume definition) yielded a sensitivity of 71% (49 of 69 patients [95% CI: 60, 82]), specificity of 86% (887 of 1030 patients [95% CI: 84, 88]), positive predictive value of 26% (49 of 192 patients [95% CI: 19, 32]), and negative predictive value of 98% (887 of 907 patients [95% CI: 97, 99]). A maximal 3D line cutoff of 24 cm for detecting an enlarged liver yielded a sensitivity of 78% (54 of 69 patients [95% CI: 69, 88]), specificity of 66% (678 of 1030 patients [95% CI: 63, 69]), positive predictive value of 13% (54 of 406 patients [95% CI: 10, 17]), and negative predictive value of 98% (678 of 693 patients [95% CI: 97, 99]). Figure 1 shows an example in which a normal, more vertically oriented liver measurement was enlarged according to typical linear CC criteria but was within normal volume limits for the patient’s weight. Similarly, Figure 2 depicts an enlarged liver based on our derived volume threshold, whereas the linear CC measurement did not indicate enlargement.

For the subset of 189 patients (mean age, 46 years ± 12; 77 men, 112 women) for whom we also obtained liver volume assessment with use of the semiautomated or manual software tool, the correlation between the liver volume and the deep learning tool was excellent ($r^2 = 0.98$; $P < .01$). The median difference in liver volume between the deep learning tool and the semiautomated or manual method was 2.3% (interquartile range, 0.7%–3.7%) (38 mL [interquartile range, 12–68 mL]). Figure 5 shows the overlap of volume distribution with each method.

**Discussion**

The deep learning CT tool used in this study segmented the liver for every patient evaluated, including both unenhanced and enhanced series. Our adult outpatient sample was generally healthy and asymptomatic and underwent CT imaging for either colorectal cancer screening or potential renal donation. The average liver volume ± standard deviation measured was 1533 mL ± 375, which correlated with patient weight ($P < .001$). In general, our results of liver volume assessment match well with those of smaller ($n = 11$–351) prior healthy study samples in investigations that used a variety of manual and semiautomated methods in terms of average values: 1493 mL (3), 1323 mL (8), 1510 mL (4), 1580 mL (7), 1419 mL (1), 1520 mL (9), 1510 mL (5), and 1671 mL (11). To establish the normal value, we decided to start with asymptomatic outpatients, but our threshold for hepatomegaly will need to be tested in symptomatic patients with known liver diseases expected to result in hepatomegaly. From the data obtained in regression analyses, we found that weight, rather than body surface area (BSA), was the major predictor of liver volume, and that sex was not an independent predictor. We also found that liver volume increased linearly with weight, which simplified the output. Furthermore, to establish the upper limit of normal, we found that elevated outliers beyond two standard deviations from the mean also increased linearly with weight. Thus, we decided that a simple linear threshold based on weight represents a good balance for characterizing true outliers (hepatomegaly). Previous research has used BSA (5), which requires additional computation and may not have the same linear relationships we found using patient weight.

Hepatomegaly is a challenging clinical and imaging diagnosis, partly because of the lack of an accepted in vivo radiologic definition. Evaluation is further complicated by acute, subacute, and chronic clinical presentations. Relevant acute causes include inflammation or hepatitis, which may be due to steatohepatitis from alcoholic-related liver disease and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease—or its more accurate name, metabolic dysfunction–associated fatty liver disease (24)—as well as viral, drug-induced, vascular, and autoimmune causes. More subacute and chronic

---

**Table 2: Multivariable Linear Regression Analysis for Predicting Liver Volume**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Standardized β Coefficient</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 4:** Graph shows automated CT-based liver volume according to patient weight (Wt). Weight was the dominant patient factor affecting liver volume. The solid red line represents the derived weight-based threshold for hepatomegaly based on two standard deviations above the mean [dashed line].
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causes include neoplastic disease (metastatic or primary tumor) as well as several metabolic, infiltrative, and congenital conditions. The correlation with liver enzymes can help distinguish hepatocellular from cholestatic causes, but these are generally nonspecific and often require additional clinical correlation and testing. Regardless of the cause, linear measurements at US, CT, or MRI provide only a crude assessment of liver size, reflected by the wide array of suggested measurements and thresholds, whereas volume estimation provides for the most logical and accurate assessment of the amount of liver tissue. Owing to technical limitations, volume assessment in cross-sectional imaging is largely limited to the research realm. However, with artificial intelligence deep learning approaches, organ volume assessment is now a feasible routine measurement that can be applied to other abdominal organs, such as the spleen.

Beyond the objective assessment of liver size by means of determination of volume, both CT and MRI can provide noninvasive assessment of liver fat content and liver fibrosis. Attenuation values obtained using unenhanced CT have a linear relationship with MRI-based proton density fat fraction (25,26), which is the current clinical standard. Automated mean whole-liver attenuation can be combined with volume assessment with use of artificial intelligence approaches (27,28). MRI elastography is a well-established tool to estimate liver fibrosis (29). However, several objective CT-based measurements can also be used to accurately predict the presence and degree of liver fibrosis, including liver surface nodularity, segmental volume changes, and parenchymal textural analysis (23,30–32). However, decreased total liver volume is actually a poor predictor of the liver fibrosis stage, primarily because of compensatory changes of Couinaud segments I–III relative to segments IV–VIII. This segmental redistribution, however, can be captured by the liver segmental volume ratio (11,23). We are currently working on a deep learning prototype for assessing segmental liver volume changes. In terms of hepatomegaly, our derived volume threshold now needs to be tested in mixed symptomatic cohorts to assess its utility.

Among the patients who underwent renal donor evaluation and had both pre- and postcontrast studies that included the entire liver, the postcontrast liver volume estimations were slightly but systematically larger than those in the precontrast equivalents, which could be described with a simple linear correlation. This minor (3.6%) discrepancy might be attributed in part to an actual physiologic increase as well as “pseudo-enlargement” related to the contrast enhancement effect that slightly expands the edges of liver segmentation. Because most abdominal CT scans are contrast enhanced, we decided to standardize all unenhanced volumes to contrast-enhanced equivalents.

We acknowledge some limitations to our study. First, based on our findings that patient weight was the major determinant, we chose to define hepatomegaly in terms of otherwise healthy outliers that were two standard deviations above the mean for a specific patient weight. This simplistic approach avoided the need for complex multivariate thresholding or nomograms, potentially allowing for easier clinical use if validated in symptomatic cohorts. Other researchers have used different approaches, including one- and 2.5-standard deviation thresholds using BSA-normalized livers (5). In future validation studies that include diseased populations, other volume thresholds may be explored. Additionally, more diverse populations from other centers and regions can be included for more generalizable results. Second, the lack of another reference standard definition of hepatomegaly beyond volume estimation may make further validation somewhat challenging. As we have demonstrated, linear measurements, such as CC assessment, cannot accurately predict liver size (ie, volume).

In summary, using a deep learning tool to measure liver volume, we derived a simple weight-based threshold for hepatomegaly that holds several advantages over the standard linear assessment used in routine clinical practice. Further validation of our simplified hepatomegaly approach is required, especially in terms of its application to more diverse symptomatic cohorts with diseased livers. Future studies on a deep learning prototype could provide additional value in assessing segmental liver volume changes. If this current approach is further validated in larger healthy and patient cohorts, then it could provide for an easier and more objective measurement of liver size with value in screening for patients with an abdominal CT scan or for diagnostic purposes.
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